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Coaches Representative Report 
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Coaches Committee members: Chair, Nancy Reese (COHO), Glenn Brown (ACAD), Rob Emary 
(BSC), Jen Godlewski (BNSC), Tom Rieman (HWSA), Athlete Member, Erin Oliphant (GA)  
 
The committee had a very productive conference call on May 18th. We discussed Jen being selected 
Chair of the Membership Task Force. That Task Force had their initial conference call on May 12th, 
and have another call scheduled for June 9th. Several members had done some prep work on their 
own ahead of time, and a lot of great ideas were discussed. Some additional tasks were divided, and 
I will have a more detailed report after their next call. 
 
We discussed the Performance Task Force report in detail and what we can do moving forward. 
Initial plans are in place for members of the Age Group, Senior and Coaches committees to work on 
a coach shadowing/mentoring program within Illinois. We also discussed the possibility of 
purchasing dvd’s for every club from the upcoming 2016 ASCA World Clinic. Those will probably 
not be available until late fall/early winter, but could be a great resource for clubs, especially 
coming off an Olympic year. Michael Lawrence has offered to assist with this if we proceed. 
 
Several other ideas came out of our last discussion including: 

 Reaching out to new coaches in Illinois on a monthly basis as they register with USA 
Swimming. I am working with Pam on the best way to get this information. The idea is to 
send a general email welcoming new coaches, giving them some direction to resources, and 
making them aware of the coaches’ committee members as contacts. 

 Contacting clubs who have failed to consistently send a representative to HOD meetings. We 
thought that reaching out to these clubs directly to explain the importance of having a 
representative at both HOD meetings might encourage them to attend regularly. 

 Offering an educational opportunity at the Fall HOD. General consensus was to offer 
something on Sunday prior to the meeting instead of on Saturday. Initial thoughts are a 
speaker from USA Swimming who would appeal to a wide range of coaches (like Russell 
Mark), or offer a roundtable discussion with high profile representatives from the different 
types of clubs; Coach owned, Parent Board owned, and Institution owned. 

 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Nancy Reese 
Illinois Swimming Coaches Representative 
nancy@teamcoho.org  
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